
DRAFT Faculty Assembly Minutes   
Wednesday, February 17, 2021 (3:30 pm)  
  
Present (in alphabetical order): Steven Abedon, Rachel Bowen, Amy Brunell, Mirel Caibar, 
Cynthia Callahan, Mollie Cavender, Sergei Chmutov, Stavros Constantinou, Ozeas Costa, Kip 
Curtis, Joe Fahey, Glenn Hartz, Tara Hines, Adrienne Hopson, Norman Jones, Steven 
Joyce, Gabe Karns, Dawn Kitchen, Elizabeth Kolkovich, Carol Landry, Del Lindsey, Cheryl 
Logan, Phil Mazzocco, Agus Muñoz-Garcia, Scopas Poggo, Bill Putikka, Amber Rader, Suma 
Robinson, Nikki Robishaw, Dennis Shaffer, Kate Shannon, Carolyn Skinner, Jeff Sprang, 
Yongmin Sun, John Thrasher, Kelly Whitney, Terri Winnick,  Faith Wyzgoski. 
   
Excused: Jamison Kantor 
  
  
1. Approval of 01/26/21 Faculty Assembly meeting minutes  
  
A motion to approve the 09_15_2020 Faculty Assembly meeting minutes was made by Dennis 
Schaffer and seconded by Kip Curtis. The minutes were approved with 28 votes in favor, zero 
(0) against, and zero (0) abstentions. 
  
  
2. Discussion of the differences between SA/FPL/Course Releases 

  
Usually, we encourage people interested in an SA or FPL to apply for that and a course release 
so that, if their application for an SA or FPL is denied, they could still get at least a course 
release for research time. We don’t normally award both an SA/FPL and a course release in a 
given academic year because we need to distribute extra research time fairly. Since FPLs free 
people from service obligations, we encourage faculty who are eligible for an FPL to apply for 
an FPL instead of an SA because it affords more of a break. Most faculty elect to take a one-
semester FPL, which costs our campus the same as an SA; an FPL is therefore just as likely to 
get funded as an SA. [According to Ohio Revised Code 3345.28, “only tenured faculty members 
with at least seven years of service in a tenure-track position at Ohio State are eligible for an 
FPL at this institution. Click here to learn more about FPLs at Ohio State, and click here and 
here to learn more about the application process for Mansfield campus faculty. 
 
Sometimes, a course reduction does not really make any difference for a faculty member, so 
some people do not apply for this option if they cannot get an SA or an FPL. That might work in 
favor of the faculty member in future applications, since the PDC tends to look at the previous 
course release history when deciding. Click here to learn more about PDC selection criteria for 
these forms of research support. It is helpful if people point out what their preferences are when 
applying for both an SA/FPL and a course reduction. 
 

  
3. Updates on committees  
 
Teaching and Learning: Amy Brunell, on behalf of Jamison Kantor, the committee chair, 
reported that there is a student serving in the committee now. 
 
Student Support: Steven Joyce, on behalf of Terri Bucci, the committee chair, reported that the 
committee considered the idea to replace the annual book award with a textbook scholarship, 
only for this year. A faculty member asked how seniors will benefit from that; it seems that 
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money goes to the student’s account, so the student does not necessarily have to spend the 
award in textbooks, but it could be used to cover many kinds of expenses. Another faculty 
member expressed reservations on the kinds of restrictions a scholarship of this kind implies. If 
a student is fully funded and gets this scholarship, that can affect their funding. 
Finally, two OSU-Mansfield education abroad programs were cancelled this year. 
 

PDC:  Mollie Cavender, as chair, reported that the faculty research frenzy was held last 
Thursday, February 11th and it went well. The committee discussed the variation in workload 
among TIUs, which might be important to discuss more in Faculty Assembly.  If anyone wants to 
organize a professional development event or activity, please, let the committee know.  

Resource Stewardship: Cynthia Callahan, Chair of the committee, reported that they are 
working to identify a potential speaker and organize a talk for next year. Also, they discussed a 
collaboration on a co-branded signage project with SENR and the possibility of inviting the head 
of the library to join some of the committee sessions. Finally, the committee approved the 
request of the Art faculty to use the collaborative classroom to house exhibits whenever it is not 
used. 
  
  
4. Senate report 
 
Bill Putikka, as our Arts and Sciences Senate representative, reported that the Senate 
discussed the implementation of the new GEs. A number of foundation courses have been 
populated; those are already existing courses reformatted as GEs.  
There are three alternatives on the table with regards to the timing of the implementation: all 
GEs ready for Fall 2022; delay everything until Fall 2023; or have the foundation courses ready 
in 2022 and the theme courses ready in 2023. If we have comments, you can use a google 
document created for that purpose: <https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1x0kLQbp0Oo-
U3NRQYvET3UQq03yRVQrbSixOk9Ldjlc/edit?usp=sharing>.  
 
Sergei Chmutov, as our Senate representative, reported that the new Emergency Pass grade 
will be applied in Spring 2021. 
  
 

5. Best practices in Teaching 

  
Kate Shannon presented the conclusions of a student online learning survey organized by the 
Teaching and Learning committee. Kate sent this link, in which you can find all the information 
and the presentation: <https://buckeyemailosu-
my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/shannon_112_osu_edu/EqWMk_4Hip9Oqaci_I22NIMBO9ZlEl
Mw04TjCCKSuNgGEw?e=NWZRq5> 
 
Based on the student’s answers, here is a small list of recommendations: 

- Create modules in Canvas and be consistent in the way you organize the course 
- Add due dates to assignments, so they show in the Students to-do list 
- Use breakout rooms and discussions, so students can interact with each other. 
- Record lectures and use the Zoom tab to load recordings 
- Encourage students to turn cameras on, use virtual backgrounds, or at least add a 

profile picture 
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- Be aware of how Canvas looks very different in different mobile devices than it does 
when you use an Internet browser.  

- Check with your class that YOUR Internet connection is good enough  
- Avoid using multiple sites, and keep external sites embedded in Carmen when possible 
- Use messaging in Canvas rather than e- mails. Announcements are recommended for 

class communications, whereas Carmen communications can be used to communicate 
with individual students.  

- Be patient 
 
6. Self-Study subtopic—barriers to faculty promotion 
 

Amy Brunell will ask for feedback from faculty about barriers to faculty promotion, particularly 
with regard to the process of promotion to Full Professor, which currently is not very clear. She 
will send a Qualtrics survey to collect our points of view. 
 
 
7. Dean’s updates  
  
We are not sure yet, but it is likely that next fall we will need to maintain the same safety 
measures for COVID-19. That includes 6-foot social distancing (which means will continue to 
need to use our reduced-capacity classroom spaces), wearing masks, etc. We will do 
everything we can to support all those who want to teach their courses in person. However, we 
have small classrooms, and we will need to think about the logistics course by course. 
 
 

  
The meeting adjourned at 5 pm.  
  
Minutes taken and prepared by Agus Muñoz-Garcia, Faculty Secretary. 

 


